1986 nighthawk 450

Or wants it. Honda's new CBSC has the Nighthawk look with the power to outspeed traffic and
easily violate legal speed limits. Honda enlarged its cc engine for to cc by increasing the bore
size 4. There are updates beyond the displacement increase. Oil is now pressure-fed to the
cylinder head through an exterior oil pipe rather than through internal passages. Oil passages
in the camshaft holding block and in the rocker arm spindle feed oil directly to rotating parts;
the older cc engine depended on camshaft lobe splash for lubrication. The top piston ring is a
better GL part, and the piston, pin and connecting rod have been strengthened to deal with the
increased displacement. Honda hardens the 's transmission gears by a liquid nitrogen. All
series Hondas feature the engine-mounted oil cooler formerly reserved for the Hondamatic. All
have the modified Power Chamber exhaust connector to flow the larger engine's exhaust more
easily. And all, except the sporting T-model and the Hondamatic, have a new six-speed
transmission. The added top gear is an extraordinarily wide-ration jump from fifth to provide an
"overdrive", reducing revs at cruising speeds. This much-modified engine resides in a longer,
more spacious chassis. Compared with the nimble CBT Hawk, the Nighthawk has a kicked out
fron end: 30, not 27 degrees, of rake; 5. The SC responds to rider input without the snap
reactions of something like a Seca ; high-speed steering feels more like that of a bigger bike.
The SC weighs pounds fully gassed; as a relative lightweight, the Nighthawk retains its
low-speed in-town agility in tight quarters. The ride is firm and well controlled. The fork has a
small amount of stiction, but even our lighter, pound tester didn't complain. The Variable
Hydraulic Damping VHD shock absorbers have reasonable damping rates and control
swing-arm movements well. The bike doesn't wallow over bumps in fast corners; only the most
severe bumps jounce the rider. The SC's ergonomics are more successful than most 's, and,
surprisingly enough, miles better than its counterpart's. The 's straighter and flatter handlebar
explains much of this ergonomic success. The bar is about right for confronting mph wind, but
for our testers the footrests remain too far forward and too high. The seating better suits the
under-five-ten crowd; taller riders feel cramped. Overall, we rate the Nighthawk slightly less
comfortable than the T-model, yet superior to the CM Custom and the economy E-model. The
slim-line seat, despite its lack of depth, has comfort that's several hours deep. The Nighthawk's
cruising range discourages long forays; our test bike managed only miles before going onto
reserve. Average fuel mileage during the 's stay at our offices was Many qualities make the SC
an ideal beginner's mount: the bike has a nicely balanced feel; the clutch, a smooth, positive
engagement; brakes are strong and easily controllable; shift throw is short with well-defined
stops; instruments are readable, and switches are easily reached. Simply nice. The first five
speeds, with their closely spaced ratios, provide useful gears for squeezing maximum
acceleration from the cubic-inch engine. Upshifting to sixth at 60 mph drops the revs from rpm
to - a rather cavernous gap. Passing traffic requires a downshift or two unless you've got the
space of Texas ahead. With a pound rider aboard, the redlined its tach in fifth gear, but after
shifting to sixth the bike lost speed - sixth is a good cruising gear. The extra money buys
Comstar wheels and tubeless tires, a hydraulic disc front brake, air-adjustable fork, VHD
shocks, the long wheelbase, raked chassis and, perhaps just as significant for many, the
Nighthawk visuals. If sheer performance is your buying criterion, you'll want to look closely at
the sporting CBT; but if you want sporting performance and the custom look, the Nighthawk
gives a measure of T-model function and a custom look that's not an imitation of anything else.
From a magazine article on the newly introduced Honda Nighthawk The Wing tank emblem was
gold. The gas tank and side cover stripe was chrome. The front fender was chrome. It came with
an 85 mph speedometer. The wheels were highlighted black Comstars. Read the article below
for a description of the engine, and the rest of the machine. The Cosmo Black metallic was
dropped, and a regular Black replaced it. On the Red machines, the striping was black, and the
Black machines were adorned with gray striping. The Comstar wheels were replaced with a
slightly different Cast Alloy wheel. The speedometer was upped to mph. Thanks Barry. I stand
corrected. Two striking new color schemes were introduced; Candy Empire Blue, with light blue
pinstripes, and Candy Andromeda Red, with red pinstripes. The Honda Wing tank emblem was
changed to silver. The Nighthawk side cover decal changed to silver, and last but not least, the
fender was changed from chrome to "body color". Available options were: Nylon luggage
saddlebags, trunk bag, tank bag , leather saddlebags, engine guard, luggage rack and backrest.
Unfortunately, it was not resurrected in the 90's. Maybe it's time? Year by year changes to the
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are extremely hard to find in this condition!!! Make Honda. Model Nighthawk. This bike is in
great condition. It's a cc engine, 6 speed, fun and fast! Clean title. Had a recent tune up, needs
nothing! This is an offer for a Honda Nighthawk The is in very good condition. Runs great,
Transmission shifts great. Good tires, Good Battery, Good Brakes. The only thing it could use is
a new choke cable. Choke will not stay open, by itself. You have to physically hold it open, for a
cold start. Otherwise, a fantastic bike for a new rider, or economical transportation. It was
purchased last fall, for my wife to learn to ride. She now has a new bike. Buyer responsible for
pick up or delivery arrangements. Payment Accepted through PayPal or Cash in person. This
bike is also being advertised locally. Seller reserves the right to end this listing at any time. Up
for sale is a very good condition Honda classic. Oil changed recently, fork seals redone, valve
clearances done, newer tires, good brakes. Needs nothing, its ready to take you wherever. Great
on gas, mpg. Nice easy comfortable ride, good for beginners or commuters especially, but easy
to ride for hours without issue. Call, text, or email for more info! Nostalgic, have I got the
motorcycle for you! It has been in my garage. When I bought it a few years ago, I got it running
and it was very reliable. I hurt my back in a different situation so I need something a little
different at this point. I have not turned it on in a little while but it has never been dropped.
Selling my Honda cb, I'm sure someone can put it to more use -odometer doesn't work too well,
i cant explain more in detail when we discuss, est , miles -looking for best over -I can send more
detailed pictures as well. For auction today is a beautiful, unrestored Honda Nighthawk SC. It
has 5, original miles. Its has its original paint which has signs of age. The bike is in good
condition for almost 30 years old. Its been mechanically well maintained. It has a fresh service
with new NGK spark plugs, fresh Castrol oil, new oil filter, new grips, chain and all pivot points
have been lubed. Fuel tank has been drained and fitting with fresh fuel and a new fuel line. This
bike runs well, but does need a few things to make it perfect. Again its 30 years old and original,
so its not perfect. If your looking for a trailer queen, you should restore it or buy on restored. I
personally like them untouched and original like this. The tires are probably the originals and do
have dry rot. The choke cable knob is broken. It has some scratches and dings, but that is
expected with this age. May need a few other things if your really picky, so I suggest coming to
see this in person if you have any condition issues. The mirrors aren't shown in the pictures,
but are included in the sale. Located 15 mins from the Philadelphia Airport. If you have any
questions please ask prior to bidding. Please inspect in person if you have any condition
questions that can't be seen from pictures. Sold-As is with N warranty or No returns. Model Cb
Needs a rider! Day Heights, OH. Grants Pass, OR. Port Jefferson Station, NY. Cheyenne, WY.
Cripple Creek, CO. Rock Springs, WY. Lyles, TN. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
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Magazine of Witness the American Gothic of motorcycles: Many of the values reflected in Grant
Wood's portrait of the thin-lipped farming coupleâ€”hard-working, modest, capable, and utterly
without glamourâ€”apply directly to Honda's workhorse Nighthawk. In , when Honda brought
out the 's parent bike, the CB Hawk, it was a revolutionary machine. The original Hawk
showcased a number of innovationsâ€”a stressed-member frame, three-valve cylinder heads,
dual chain-driven counterbalancers, composite wheels using tubeless tires. The Hawk's modest
achievements got lost in an avalanche of new technology. Three of those machines are long
since gone, but the Hawk, with relatively minor updates, runs on far into the s. Its modest price
has always tagged it as an economy bike, and its unassuming styling has kept the Nighthawk a
"standard. The Nighthawk's engine is built around a surprisingly oversquare The bike's dual
counterbalancersâ€”a technology which was in its infancy when this engine was first
builtâ€”allow the CB to use a light, single-downtube frame and mount the engine solidly as a
stressed member. A six-speed gearbox introduced in lets the bike perform yeoman duty as
everything from mini-tourer to novice peg scratcher. Years ago, the original's assembled

ComStar wheels became the cast pieces we see today, as much for cosmetic as functional
reasons. In Honda gave the bike its biggest change, a bore job bumping the engine to present
spec, along with stronger rod bolts and crank bearings to cope with the added power and
heavier pistons. The integrated, crankcase-mount oil cooler remained, but Honda upgraded the
twin's suspension and brakes to current specs. From our point of view, the Nighthawk's
greatest attribute is something that hasn't changed: its seating position and chassis setup. In
Honda's CMX Rebel we see a machine with fundamentally the same engine as the CB-SC the
Rebel uses a different crankcase for cosmetic reasons, has carburetors two millimeters smaller,
and different transmission and final-drive ratios , yet a substantially different chassis layout and
ergonomics, clearly in the name of style. Not that the Nighthawk suffers in performance: it zips
through the quarter mile in Surprisingly, the Rebel does even better by 0. Still, of the two
Hondas, we choose the Nighthawk. No spec chart can indicate the Nighthawk's genuine
advantage. The CB lets its rider sit upright, providing enough room for even six-footers to
stretch out and move around. The Rebel, , and Savage all position their riders in a feet-up,
hands-high riding position, fine for the boulevard but fatiguing during any forays away from the
stoplights. Conversely, the Nighthawk's medium-rise bar and rearward-set pegs lean its rider
slightly into the wind, and that position, along with the bike's wide, generously padded seat and
freeway-compliant suspension, allows the CB-SC rider to comfortably drain the bike's fuel
tankâ€”about milesâ€”without ever requiring a rest stop. For passenger duty as well, the
Nighthawk bests any of the three cruiser bikes. Backroad riding further underscores the
advantage of the Nighthawk's ergonomics. In the cruisers, manufacturers want a low seat
height, and the pegs move forward and un to comply. On the standard Nighthawk, however, a
high seat lets the pegs fall in a less-compromising position. Also, the Nighthawk has a far
shorter wheelbase than its cousin the Rebel, Steering geometry is closerâ€”both bikes have 30
degrees of rake, but the Nighthawk has a bit less trail 5. Here's a curiosity, though: even though
the CMX and the Night-hawk have near-identical front suspension travel, the Rebel has a
substantially stouter fork than the CB, using 37mm tubes while the Nighthawk makes do with
33mm stanchions. Rear suspension figures are close too, but you'd never guess that from the
ride. Over bumps, the Nighthawk rider, sitting upright and able to use his legs for support,
receives a far less severe jolt through his spine than does the more passively positioned Rebel
pilot. But the Nighthawk's ergonomicsâ€”especially its seatâ€”won't suit everyone. We put two
novice riders on the CB: one hated the bike and the other loved it. The difference? Their
inseams: the tallish seat can be intimidating for a beginner with short legs, especially around
town. Although the bike's engine and controls are entirely unthreatening, that seat height will
put off a lot of initiates; for them, a custom-made saddle or a cruiser seating position like the
Rebel's For years the Honda twin has earned high marks in handling, and the Nighthawk
furthers that tradition. With light, neutral steering, a stable chassis, responsive suspension,
good brakes, excellent tires and generous cornering clearance, the CB performs well on back
roads. At pounds the Nighthawk weighs more than the Rebel pounds and the Savage pounds ,
but feels lighter than either thanks to its rider positioning, steering leverage and chassis. The
CB-SC's skinny rear shocksâ€”adjustable only for spring preloadâ€”appear to barely hold
enough oil to keep them from squeaking, yet they offer a remarkably plush and responsive ride.
Likewise the air-adjustable fork: despite its soft springing, the Nighthawk rarely bottoms on the
backroads. We ran the fork at atmospheric pressure and the shocks at their softest setting for
solo work. Two-up riding means more preload and more air depending on passenger weight and
pilot aggressiveness. Racetrack-bred riders will uncover a number of Nighthawk shortcomings,
but only at a more frenzied level than we'd like to experience on any of the cruiser bikes. Neither
the CB's front nor rear suspension have enough rebound damping for true go-fast work like the
engine, that hasn't changed much in the last nine years either , and cranking up preload only
aggravates the problem. The Nighthawk never wobbles or feels untrustworthy, but its fork
exhibits some lateral flex under heavy braking; a fork brace or heavier tubes should solve this.
The brakes, both single-caliper, twin-piston front disc and rod-actuated singleleading-shoe rear,
offer excellent feedback and adequate results, but all riders from racer to beginner could use
more stopping power: the CB took five and a half more feet to stop from 60 miles per hour than
the Rebel, five feet more than the Savage. Nothing, however, in the CB's price range works as
well for all-around riding. That kind of versatility is rare in today's market, rarer still in a
modestly priced bike. Technology has boosted the sport-bike experience to higher road
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speeds, and cruisers have elevated posturing to high art, yet such machines do so at a

premium price and at the expense of versatility. Its closest competition isn't a twin at all, but
Yamaha's four-cylinder, cc Radian, another do-everything machine in a specialized world. From
the beginning, the Hawk was a curiosity, a twin in a time of inline fours. The curiosities today
are the specialized bikes which surround it. If there is a secret to the Nighthawk's success it is
mirrored in the expressions of Grant Wood's farmers: simple, strong, reliable as spring rain in
the country. Source Cycle Magazine of Home Manufacturer Contact. Make Model. Four stroke,
parallel twin cylinder, SOHC, 3 valves per cylinder,. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Air cooled.
Compression Ratio. Solid state. Max Power. Max Torque. Final Drive. Front Suspension.
Telescopic forks Rear Suspension. Swing arm 97mm wheel travel. Front Brakes. Single mm
disc. Rear Brakes. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Dry Weight. Fuel Capacity.

